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Chapter 1 : Poop: What's Normal, What's Not + 7 Steps to Healthy Poop - Dr. Axe
Other familiar solid shapes are spheres, which children might recognize as being shaped like balls; cones, like ice cream
cones or traffic cones; and cylinders, which are shaped like cans. One shape that children might not immediately
recognize is a pyramid, which has one rectangular face and four triangular faces.

GO Geometric Shapes There are several kinds of shapes you will learn in elementary school; this page will
provide you with the names and examples of each one. Circle A round shape, drawn like this: Triangle A
shape with three sides. Their names are sometimes different depending on the length of the sides. We will
show you the common ones: Equilateral triangleâ€”this triangle has 3 equal sides. Isosceles triangleâ€”this
triangle has 2 equal sides. Scalene triangleâ€”this triangle has no equal sides. Square A box shape, with four
equal sidesâ€”opposite sides are parallel, drawn like this: For example, parallel lines means that if the two
lines kept going forever, they would never cross over each otherâ€”they would always be an equal distance
apart. Rectangle Another box shape, with two sets of equal sides. Equal sides are opposite each other. The
sides are parallel to each other. Trapezoid Another 4 sided shape, with one set of parallel lines the other set of
lines is not parallel , drawn like this: Pentagon A shape with five sides. They can be drawn many different
ways, but these are the most common: The pentagon on the left is known as a regular pentagon, because all of
its sides are the same length. The one on the right is also a commonly known pentagon, shaped like a house.
Hexagon A shape with six sides, drawn like this: Heptagon A shape with seven sides, drawn like this: Octagon
A shape with eight sides, drawn like this: Nonagon A shape with nine sides, drawn like this: Decagon A shape
with 10 sides, drawn like this: Dodecagon A shape with 12 sides, drawn like this: Polygons All of these shapes
are polygons. Most of what you will be asked to do with these shapes is recognize them and draw them, so
memorize how many sides they have, what they look like, etc.
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Chapter 2 : Identify Plane Shapes and Solid Shapes: Developing the Concept
Threeâ€•dimensional objects are the solid shapes you see every day, like boxes, balls, coffee cups, and cans.. Here are
some helpful vocabulary terms for solids: Face: a flat side of a 3â€•dimensional object.

Other regular solids with square faces? Dice A cube is the easiest solid shape to think about. Its faces are all
squares. One example of a cube is a dice or die, which is really the proper singular of dice. Did you know that
the opposite sides of a dice always add up to seven? Model of a cube This model right was made from a kit
with magnetic connections. Since it just shows the edges, you can see through the model, which means that
you can count the vertices and edges easier. How many vertices corners and edges are there? Game with nets
of cubes To make a net of a cube, first look at one, such as a dice. How many faces does it have? Six, so make
sure that your net has six squares. Now you must work out a way to arrange six squares so they will fold up
into a cube. There are eleven different ways to do this, apart from rotations turn it round and reflections turn it
over. See if you can find them all below. The correct nets will change colour as you click on them. Click on
New go for another go. Arrange four squares in a line. These are the sides. Now put the top square on one side
of this line, and the bottom on the other. There are 6 possible arrangements apart from rotations and
reflections. There are other layouts which work, but you need to think about them. Arrange three squares
around a point. These will form a vertex or corner. Arrange another three similarly. These will form the
opposite vertex. Now lay one group alongside the other. There are 3 of these arrangements. The last 2
arrangements are harder to see. One is two lines of three, staggered. Both rows forms U-shapes, which fit into
each other. The last arrangement is a T-shape, which forms an empty box, and one more square to make the
top. Net of a cube and how to make the cube Once you have chosen a net design, you need to draw it out. Here
is one of them as an example. You can choose another net from above. Scale it up to the size you want, and
put a tab on every other edge for gluing it together. You can also use thin card. How about recycling
packaging such as breakfast cereal packs? Use a ball-point pen to go over all lines in the design, including the
tabs. Now fold the paper to make right angles, and you will see the cube start to appear. Once you have scored
the edges with the ball-point pen, you will find it easy to fold it either way. Use small dabs of glue to stick it,
or it will end up very messy. Volume of a cube If the sides of a cube are length a, then the volume is a3 or a
times a times a. Cubic packaging Some cubic packaging is made of a single piece of card with some clever
folding and gluing. Roll the paper or card into a cylinder and glue the edge to keep it like that. Put four folds
in length-wise to make a rectangular cross-section to the cylinder. Pinch one end and glue it across. Pinch a
fold across to give it a sharp edge. Do the same to the other end. The corners of the ends will stick out. To
open the carton, you unfold one end and snip a corner. In fact, most food packages are cuboids rather than
cubes. On the left is a pyrite crystal. It is natural, not shaped by man, and it is definitely a cube. You might
think that crystals are transparent and jewel-like, but there are many metallic crystals. You can see a
mini-crystal starting to grow on the top at a different angle. Moving cube Click on Move or Backwards to
make cube move and Stop to stop it. A regular solid has all its faces the same shape, and a cube has squares.
Are there any other regular solid shapes made entirely with squares as faces? No, and we can prove this. Think
about the vertices corners. For a regular solid, all the vertices must look the same, and what happens at the
vertex corner defines the shape. To make a vertex, at least three faces must meet. For a cube, three vertices
meet at each vertex. For a different shape, there must be more than three squares meeting. So the cube is the
only regular solid which you can make with squares. Triangles, on the other hand, are much more interesting.
See the tetrahedron , octahedron and icosahedron.
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This page contains printable geometry worksheets for teaching solid shapes. Students identify the following shapes:
rectangular prism, cube, sphere, cone, pyramid, cylinder, and others. Worksheets with the common core icon align with
the Common Core Standards.

Other regular solids with triangular faces? Description of an octahedron A tetrahedron has three faces meeting
at each point, similar to a cube. We saw that you cannot make a polyhedron with four squares meeting at each
point , but you can do it with four triangles. This makes a shape called an octahedron. You can tell from its
name that it has eight faces similar to an octagon, which is a flat shape with eight angles. Model of an
octahedron This model left was made from a kit with magnetic connections. Since it just shows the edges, you
can see through the model, which means that you can count the vertices and edges easier. How many vertices
corners and edges are there? An octahedron can look different from different angles. It can look like two
pyramids or, from the top, it can look like a star of David. Game with nets of cubes See if you can find all the
nets for an octahedron below. There are eleven correct nets, and they will change colour as you click on them.
Click on New go for another go. There are also four triangles round a point. These are hard to work out round
the edge, but if five or six triangles are together, you know that something is wrong. Net of an octahedron
Here is one net for an octahedron. Print it out, stick it on thin card, score along the lines and fold them, form
the shape, then stick it together with small amounts of glue. For more details, see the notes for the net of a
cube. Octahedral box Octahedra are not usually used as packaging! But in fact an octahedron makes an
attractive box. You usually think of an octahedron on its point, as this makes its shape obvious. However, if
you lay it flat on one face, then it has not only a flat bottom but a flat top as well. However, the sides are not
vertical. You need to think how to make it into a box with a lid. Perhaps you could make two octahedra, each
with one side removed and one bigger than the other. Then the bigger one could fit over the smaller one. It
must only be bigger by a very small amount, or it will rattle. Octahedral crystals Octahedra happen in crystals
as well as cubes. This is a natural spinel crystal. Spinels are red gem stones, often mistaken for rubies. Moving
octahedron Click on Move or Backwards to make octahedron move and Stop to stop it. An octahedron has
four triangles at each vertex corner. It is possible to have a different number of triangles at the vertex of a
regular solid. These make a tetrahedron or an icosahedron.
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Plane Geometry is about flat shapes like lines, circles and triangles shapes that can be drawn on a piece of paper Hint:
Try drawing some of the shapes and angles as you learn it helps. Point, Line, Plane and Solid.

FAQs Are the circles at the top and bottom of a cylinder called faces? Why do we need to call the sides of a
3-D shape "faces"? Meaning A face is one of the polygonal surfaces of a polyhedron. This rectangular prism
has six faces. We can see three of them blue, purple, and green ; the other three are hidden from view. This
polyhedron has eight faces. We can see five of them -- four rectangles of which the blue, purple, and red ones
appear to be square , and a green L-shaped six-sided figure hexagon. If we build out of cubes, we might see
extra lines on the surface, like this: The extra lines we might draw on these faces do not create extra faces, just
like the extra point on this triangle does not mean it has four sides. Surfaces that are not polygons, even if they
are flat, are not called faces. So the circular surfaces of a circular cone or cylinder are not faces. Imagine the
surface of this rectangular prism as a wrapper, and imagine unfolding it. As you unfold, you might see this.
Looking down on the wrapper when it is entirely flat on the table, you would see this. The resulting pattern of
polygons is called the net of that rectangular prism. It has the same number of polygons as the solid had faces,
one polygon for each face of the solid. Similarly, this solid with eight faces has a net composed of eight
polygons. Because of this perfect correspondence, the word face is often used to refer to the polygons in the
net. The prism has two bases, all one needs to know is how many other faces it has. That is determined by the
number of sides on the base. A hexagonal prism will have the two hexagonal bases, and six more faces, one
for each side of the hexagonal base, for a total of eight faces. Children are often quite pleased when they
discover, on their own, that they can figure out the number of faces without counting. In a similar way, they
can figure out that the number of faces on any pyramid just by adding 1 for the base to the number of sides on
the base. So, a square pyramid has five faces: Why do we need "face" when "side" seems to work just as well?
In two dimensions, terms like "side" and "corner" are clear enough, but in three dimensions, they become
ambiguous. Casual English uses the word "side" in too many ways! Moreover, each of the faces of the prism is
a rectangle with four "sides," giving the word side yet another meaning -- the line segments at which the walls
of the room or the faces of the prism meet. Too many possible meanings!! So we use a new word to make
communication clearer. Etymolygical connections are just notes, for now. Will include relationship among
face, surface, superficial, facet of a diamond not the mathematical technical meaning of facet Related
mathematical terms See also edge, vertex, surface area Resources.
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Chapter 5 : What does solid mean? definition, meaning and pronunciation (Free English Language Dictiona
For a regular solid, all the vertices must look the same, and what happens at the vertex (corner) defines the shape. To
make a vertex, at least three faces must meet. If there were only two, they wouldn't be a vertex.

Lists of shapes A variety of polygonal shapes. Some simple shapes can be put into broad categories. For
instance, polygons are classified according to their number of edges as triangles , quadrilaterals , pentagons ,
etc. Each of these is divided into smaller categories; triangles can be equilateral , isosceles , obtuse , acute ,
scalene , etc. Other common shapes are points , lines , planes , and conic sections such as ellipses , circles ,
and parabolas. Among the most common 3-dimensional shapes are polyhedra , which are shapes with flat
faces; ellipsoids , which are egg-shaped or sphere-shaped objects; cylinders ; and cones. If an object falls into
one of these categories exactly or even approximately, we can use it to describe the shape of the object. Thus,
we say that the shape of a manhole cover is a disk , because it is approximately the same geometric object as
an actual geometric disk. Shape in geometry[ edit ] There are several ways to compare the shapes of two
objects: Two objects are isotopic if one can be transformed into the other by a sequence of deformations that
do not tear the object or put holes in it. Sometimes, two similar or congruent objects may be regarded as
having a different shape if a reflection is required to transform one into the other. For instance, the letters "b"
and "d" are a reflection of each other, and hence they are congruent and similar, but in some contexts they are
not regarded as having the same shape. Sometimes, only the outline or external boundary of the object is
considered to determine its shape. For instance, an hollow sphere may be considered to have the same shape as
a solid sphere. Procrustes analysis is used in many sciences to determine whether or not two objects have the
same shape, or to measure the difference between two shapes. In advanced mathematics, quasi-isometry can
be used as a criterion to state that two shapes are approximately the same. Simple shapes can often be
classified into basic geometric objects such as a point , a line , a curve , a plane , a plane figure e. However,
most shapes occurring in the physical world are complex. Equivalence of shapes[ edit ] In geometry, two
subsets of a Euclidean space have the same shape if one can be transformed to the other by a combination of
translations , rotations together also called rigid transformations , and uniform scalings. In other words, the
shape of a set of points is all the geometrical information that is invariant to translations, rotations, and size
changes. Having the same shape is an equivalence relation , and accordingly a precise mathematical definition
of the notion of shape can be given as being an equivalence class of subsets of a Euclidean space having the
same shape. Mathematician and statistician David George Kendall writes: In particular, the shape does not
depend on the size and placement in space of the object. For instance, a " d.
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Solid shapes and their nets An octahedron can look different from different angles. It can look like two pyramids or, from
the top, it can look like a star of.

Solids can be hard like a rock, soft like fur, a big rock like an asteroid, or small rocks like grains of sand. A
rock will always look like a rock unless something happens to it. The same goes for a diamond. Solids can
hold their shape because their molecules are tightly packed together. You might ask, "Is baby power a solid?
Even when you grind a solid into powder, you will see tiny pieces of that solid under a microscope. Liquids
will flow and fill up any shape of container. Solids like to hold their shape. In the same way that a large solid
holds its shape, the atoms inside of a solid are not allowed to move around too much. Atoms and molecules in
liquids and gases are bouncing and floating around, free to move where they want. The molecules in a solid
are stuck in a specific structure or arrangement of atoms. The atoms still vibrate and the electrons fly around in
their orbitals, but the entire atom will not change its position. Solid Mixtures Solids can be made of many
things. They can have pure elements or a variety of compounds inside. When you have a solid with more than
one type of compound, it is called a mixture. Most rocks are mixtures of many different compounds. Concrete
is a good example of a man-made solid mixture. Granite is a mixture you might find when you hike around a
national park. Granite is made of little pieces of quartz, mica, and other particles. Because all of the little
pieces are spread through the rock in an uneven way, scientists call it a heterogeneous mixture. Heterogeneous
mixtures have different concentrations of compounds in different areas of the mixture. For example, there
might be a lot of quartz and very little feldspar in one part of the granite, but only a few inches away those
amounts might flip. Crystals On the other end of the spectrum is something called a crystal. A crystal is a form
of solid where the atoms are arranged is a very specific order. Crystals are often pure substances and not all
substances can form crystals because it is a very delicate process. The atoms are arranged in a regular
repeating pattern called a crystal lattice. Table salt NaCl is a great example of a crystal you can find around
your house. The sodium Na and chlorine Cl atoms arrange themselves in a specific pattern to form the cubic
salt crystals. Allotropes A diamond is another good example of a crystal. Diamonds are a crystal form of pure
carbon C. The carbon atoms of a diamond are connected in a very compact and structured way. The carbon
atoms found in graphite in pencils have a different crystalline arrangement. According to the Mohs hardness
scale, diamonds are very hard with a value of 10 while graphite is very soft with a value of 1. The two
different structures of carbon atoms tetrahedron versus hexagon are called allotropes.
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Most of what you will be asked to do with these shapes is recognize them and draw them, so memorize how many sides
they have, what they look like, etc. Other things may include calculating the area and/or perimeter of these shapes.

A skeletal polyhedron specifically, a rhombicuboctahedron drawn by Leonardo da Vinci to illustrate a book by
Luca Pacioli Convex polyhedra are well-defined, with several equivalent standard definitions. However, the
formal mathematical definition of polyhedra that are not required to be convex has been problematic. Many
definitions of "polyhedron" have been given within particular contexts, [1] some more rigorous than others,
and there is not universal agreement over which of these to choose. Some of these definitions exclude shapes
that have often been counted as polyhedra such as the self-crossing polyhedra or include shapes that are often
not considered as valid polyhedra such as solids whose boundaries are not manifolds. One can distinguish
among these different definitions according to whether they describe the polyhedron as a solid, whether they
describe it as a surface, or whether they describe it more abstractly based on its incidence geometry. A
common and somewhat naive definition of a polyhedron is that it is a solid whose boundary can be covered by
finitely many planes [3] [4] or that it is a solid formed as the union of finitely many convex polyhedra. The
faces of such a polyhedron can be defined as the connected components of the parts of the boundary within
each of the planes that cover it, and the edges and vertices as the line segments and points where the faces
meet. However, the polyhedra defined in this way do not include the self-crossing star polyhedra, their faces
may not form simple polygons , and some edges may belong to more than two faces. Again, this type of
definition does not encompass the self-crossing polyhedra. However, there exist topological polyhedra even
with all faces triangles that cannot be realized as acoptic polyhedra. These can be defined as partially ordered
sets whose elements are the vertices, edges, and faces of a polyhedron. A vertex or edge element is less than
an edge or face element in this partial order when the vertex or edge is part of the edge or face. Additionally,
one may include a special bottom element of this partial order representing the empty set and a top element
representing the whole polyhedron. If the sections of the partial order between elements three levels apart that
is, between each face and the bottom element, and between the top element and each vertex have the same
structure as the abstract representation of a polygon, then these partially ordered sets carry exactly the same
information as a topological polyhedron. However, these requirements are often relaxed, to instead require
only that sections between elements two levels apart have the same structure as the abstract representation of a
line segment. Geometric polyhedra, defined in other ways, can be described abstractly in this way, but it is
also possible to use abstract polyhedra as the basis of a definition of geometric polyhedra. A realization of an
abstract polyhedron is generally taken to be a mapping from the vertices of the abstract polyhedron to
geometric points, such that the points of each face are coplanar. A geometric polyhedron can then be defined
as a realization of an abstract polyhedron. However, without additional restrictions, this definition allows
degenerate or unfaithful polyhedra for instance, by mapping all vertices to a single point and the question of
how to constrain realizations to avoid these degeneracies has not been settled. In all of these definitions, a
polyhedron is typically understood as a three-dimensional example of the more general polytope in any
number of dimensions. For example, a polygon has a two-dimensional body and no faces, while a 4-polytope
has a four-dimensional body and an additional set of three-dimensional "cells". However, some of the
literature on higher-dimensional geometry uses the term "polyhedron" to mean something else: For instance,
some sources define a convex polyhedron to be the intersection of finitely many half-spaces , and a polytope
to be a bounded polyhedron. Characteristics[ edit ] Number of faces[ edit ] Polyhedra may be classified and
are often named according to the number of faces. The naming system is based on Classical Greek, for
example tetrahedron 4 , pentahedron 5 , hexahedron 6 , triacontahedron 30 , and so on. Topological
characteristics[ edit ] The topological class of a polyhedron is defined by its Euler characteristic and
orientability. From this perspective, any polyhedral surface may be classed as certain kind of topological
manifold. For example, the surface of a convex or indeed any simply connected polyhedron is a topological
sphere.
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Three-dimensional shapes, by their nature, have an inside and an outside, separated by a surface. All physical items,
things you can touch, are three-dimensional. This page covers both straight-sided solids called polyhedrons, which are
based on polygons, and solids with curves, such as globes, cylinders and cones.

They will now compare solid shapes and relate plane shapes to the faces of solid shapes. Geometric solids or
manipulatives in the shapes of cubes, pyramids, rectangular prisms, cones, cylinders, and spheres. Have 1
manipulative for every 4 or 5 children; the following objects: Make a copy of each worksheet for every child
as well as an overhead copy. Have the objects set out where they will be visible to the children. Divide
children into groups of 4 or 5 depending upon the number of manipulatives available. Prerequisite Skills and
Concepts: Children should be familiar with the names and attributes of plane shapes. Begin by asking children
to name four basic plane shapes. Have them describe the number of corners and sides for each shape. Give
each child a copy of the Solids PDF file worksheet and put the transparency copy on the overhead. Last time
we learned about plane shapes. Today we are going to learn about solid shapes. Look at the overhead. Can
anyone tell me the name of this solid shape? Point to the cube. If they correctly name the shape, have them
come up and pick the cube-shaped box from the group of objects. Hold up the box. This box is a cube. When
we talked about plane shapes we talked about how many sides and corners they had. When we talk about solid
shapes we can also talk about how many flat surfaces or faces they have. Use the box to demonstrate what a
face is. Give each group of children a cube. Count the number of faces this cube has. Pause Raise your fingers
to show the number of faces. Each child should raise 6 fingers. Have the children write 6 on their worksheet.
Discuss other attributes of the cube including the number of corners and whether it can roll or slide. Help
children to see that solids with flat surfaces can slide along those surfaces. Repeat the activity with each solid
shape and complete the worksheet. Remind children that a face is a flat surface. You may wish to have
children trade worksheets and check the answers: Explain that the faces of solids are made up of different
plane shapes. Have children examine the pyramid. Look at the pyramid. What shape is this face? Trace the
outline of the triangular face with your finger. Have a child from each group trace the triangular face of the
pyramid on a piece of paper, as you demonstrate on the overhead. Then using the Face Match PDF file
worksheet, instruct children to ring the triangle next to the pyramid. What other plane shape is a face on the
pyramid? Children may recognize a square at the base of the pyramid. Suggest that they trace the face to check
the answer. When the class has verified the answer, have them circle the square next to the pyramid on the
worksheet. Work with the children as they repeat the activity with each solid shape, examining the faces and
determining which plane shape they match.
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This is a triangle, and when we roll our mouses over it we can see a how it looks similar to a triangular prism. A
triangular prism has 2 triangular sides and 3 rectangular sides.

Identify Plane Shapes and Solid Shapes: Simple terms like above, below, left, right, or between, enable
children to order and describe the world around them. They can apply these terms as they describe plane and
solid shapes in the classroom. Most of the objects that we encounter can be associated with basic shapes. A
closed, two-dimensional or flat figure is called a plane shape. Different plane shapes have different attributes,
such as the numbers of sides or corners. A side is a straight line that makes part of the shape, and a corner is
where two sides meet. In this chapter, children will learn to identify, describe, sort, and classify plane shapes
by these attributes. Although children are familiar with the most common shapes, up until now they may not
have been able to verbalize what distinguishes a square from a rectangle or a circle from a triangle. They will
learn to describe shapes in terms of their sides and corners. A triangle is a shape with three sides and three
corners. A rectangle is a shape with four sides and four corners. They may notice that opposite sides are the
same length. A square is a rectangle in which all four sides are of equal length. A circle is a round shape that
has no sides or corners. These attributes, as well as size, can be used to sort and classify shapes. Many of the
everyday objects with which children are familiar are solid shapes. For example, building blocks are often
cubes or rectangular prisms. They have six faces, or flat surfaces. Other familiar solid shapes are spheres,
which children might recognize as being shaped like balls; cones, like ice cream cones or traffic cones; and
cylinders, which are shaped like cans. One shape that children might not immediately recognize is a pyramid,
which has one rectangular face and four triangular faces. As with plane shapes, children will learn to describe
solid shapes in terms of their attributes, such as their roundness or flatness, their ability to roll or slide, and the
number of sides or corners. They will also come to see how the plane shapes comprise the faces of solid
shapes. Tracing around the face of solids will help a child to understand that a cube is different from a
rectangular prism because all six of its faces are squares. This will enrich the ways in which they can describe
and compare solids. For example, a child might see that although both a cylinder and a sphere can roll, a
sphere has no faces and cannot slide. A cylinder, on the other hand, has two circular faces, so it can both roll
and slide. Once children have the ability to recognize and describe the attributes that distinguish plane and
solid shapes, such as those that make a triangle different from a square or a cylinder different from a cone,
they can begin to create and continue patterns. When children create or find patterns, they are using the
attributes of not just one but of a series of shapes to determine the order or pattern.
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